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Shared Purpose 

Inclusive of visitors and their contributions to the WWH 
Reflective of an intersectional worldview 

How can we reimagine the WWH as a public space that is:

 



“As museums continue to define and refine their roles in communities
and strive to make stronger connections for visitor learning and
meaning making, it is vital that they pay close attention to their
visitors’ personal relationships to objects. Doing so means that
museums will grapple with the idea that the content and meaning of
their collections are different for every visitor who comes to see
them.”
-Elizabeth Wood and Kiersten F. Latham, The Objects of Experience:

Transforming Visitor- Object Encounters in Museums 

Museums and Connection 



Inclusive Spaces 
 The Woodrow Wilson House in its reckoning with his racist
policies, should include his interactions with Black women

activists, namely, Ida B. Wells. Including the narrative of
Wells not only invites more Black visitors into the museum,

but also, helps reckon with the paradoxes of Wilson's
domestic and international policies on freedom and

democracy. 



Recommendations 
Consider Wilson as an Internationalist and the growing
Black nationalist movement to draw connections to his
political responses to domestic issues of racial violence

along with his international policies 
Photography and through letters from Ida B. Wells to

the international community and Woodrow Wilson both
are primary sources which invite the viewer into

understanding more about the legacy of Wilson and give
space for a historically marginalized perspective: The

Black Woman as an Internationalist

1.

2.



Ida B. Wells took her anti-lynching campaign beyond the US
beginning in 1893, by the time Woodrow Wilson took office in 1913,

Wells's work had spanned from Tennessee to Scotland in her
fearless pursuit for the passage of anti-lynching legislation 

TRANSATLANTIC ACTIVISM 
Ida B. Wells 



IDA B. WELLS GOES TO BRITAIN 
Well known for her
journalistic talent and ability
to broadcast the horrors of
the Jim Crow South, Ida B.
Wells  traveled to England
and Scotland in 1892 and
1893.  

Her speeches in Britain and
Scotland galvanized international
communities  with her prose which
plainly stated the facts. The British
response to lynching in the U.S.
objected to violence, lawlessness,
and what they saw as the erosion of
American democracy. 



These lectures were successful in
garnering international attention to

the introduction of anti-lynching
laws in the United States. 

Wells the Orator



Wells v. Wilson
In the wake of Wells's outspoken
lectures and notes following the

death of Black soldiers in Houston,
Wells penned a letter urging Wilson
to  "protect American soldiers   in

democracy at home before sending
them to fight in Democracy's war."



Observe-Reflect-Question



See-Think-Wonder 
What do you see in

this image? 
What does it make

you think? 
What does it make
you wonder about

the Suffrage
Movement? 
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